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Author’s response to reviews:

Editor,
BMC Gastroenterology

Roma, 19/02/2007

Dear Editor,

please find enclosed the final version of the paper "Delayed diagnosis of coeliac disease increases cancer risk" by Marco Silano, Umberto Volta, Anna M Meccia, Mariarita Dessi, Rita Di Benedetto and Massimo De Vincenzi MS: 7856157021135911, for which you have anticipated acceptance.
The manuscript conforms to the journal style and it is now formatted according to the instructions.
The data about patients were collected starting in 1982 when no authorization from Ethics Committee were required. However, the confidentiality of the patient's information and personal data has been guaranteed. All the patients involved in the study signed the authorization for the handling of the personal data. The data were collected and stored according to national regulation.

Thank you for the interest in our paper,

Regards,

Dr. Marco Silano
Division of Food Science, Human Nutrition and Health
Istituto Superiore di Sanita
Viale Regina Elena 299
00161 Roma ITALY
e.mail: marco.silano@iss.it
phone: 0039-06-49902589
fax: 0039-06-49387149